
From: jannene gauci < >  
Sent: Monday, 19 April 2021 1:50 PM 
To: IPCN Enquiries Mailbox <ipcn@ipcn.nsw.gov.au> 
Subject: Tahmoor south emissions  
 
Hello my name is jannene gauci  
I reside in the bargo area and have done for 25 years ,all my children have attended our local schools 
and we live in a great little community  
I personally have many issues about this mining in our area that I have raised in other submissions .I 
really do worry about our environment,not only as an Indigenous person in this community but also 
as a mother of children that have to be raised around all these issues coming from the mines if 
approved. 
Firstly how can toxins  like carbons ,gasses and dust be acceptable? We have done so much damage 
to the environment as it is ,let alone with long wall mining ,and it is believed this method of mining 
releases substantially more gasses  . 
I have also seen the dust particles that come from the mine ,and you cannot promise me that this is 
safe for us all to breath in ,may I ask what is the difference in working in the mines and being 
subjected to the risk of black lung disease and us and our children inhaling it ? Perhaps  not the 
quaintly that a worker will receive ,but I’m sure there is some risk to ones health .I do understand 
some may see mining as a financial boost to our economy,but we must ask ourselves at what cost 
.....people’s health ? I have personally seen many younger people in this area die from cancer and I 
personally believe this is connected in some way ...which needs to be addressed 100%  Risks to our 
children’s health ? Our water sources ? The loss of animals from the wastes going into our water 
...That is a very big price to pay ,and if I honestly had a chance to make things right I most definitely 
would ,not just for myself ,but for the generations to come .we encourage our children to have a 
voice and to stand up for what is right in life ,but they see nothing but double standards here,sadly it 
seems money our weighs the right to breath clear air ,drink from clean  water ways (as we could 
years ago) and to even catch fish in our local rivers .I recently visited kaih ridge ( bargo river ) and 
what I seen made my heart sink ,as it’s the home to the possum and sadly i did I not see one in all 
the time I was there ,and I did not see one once of wildlife ...not even a dragonfly ,or tiny fish 
...absolutely nothing except orange ,oil and contaminated water with a oil substance and that  flakes 
,this is not normal oil as I did an experiment myself ...this belongs to something else ,and I’m sure it’s 
the mines ...I watched the polluted water come down stream from that direction,and later seen the 
same crap in the water at dog trap creek .so there is definitely a connection....with all these 
environmental issues ,Indigenous issues ,home owners concerns ,water ways with toxins and 
emissions.how can this ever get approved?? My only conclusion is that many people will benefit 
from this financially and I’m not suggesting the mines ...the more we dig into this the more we are 
finding ,so much covering up,going on here and it’s starting to surface ...and this needs to be taken 
further than the IPC (no offence intended) one person within our Indigenous community has signed 
off on this deal with the mines ,speaking on behalf of three different tribes ,and an entire 
community,what was her intent to do this ? I think it’s all corrupt and may need to go further with all 
us home owners,Aboriginals in this community and environmentalists to expose this through the 
media ...the government demands we don’t smoke near school grounds,near sports ovals,on 
transport ,or in our own car with our children....yet we can have this toxic emissions in our air and 
water ...so wrong on so many levels ...I don’t mean to sound rude ,but I’m just so hurt and cranky 
that we have lost so my of my people,culture ,land and fauna and will continue to happen � you 
have the chance to make things right ,so please help us to do that and save just some of what we 
can  I will include some photos of the river for the platypus I seen last week so very heartbreaking .. 
..thank you  
Jannene  
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



 




